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iavi-jzh-havit-for-linuw seb128: That's what I said. But that's a reference about the Xorg part...
that's one line i.e: "i.e: a powerpc e-d-s no wallpaper?" i.e is a abbreviation for "that's it" "that's
what I said" = "what I said" I just though you were missing some context there hm, I have some
trouble with Xorg with the latest update... I'm running a VM with Xvfb and when I switch to it, my
mouse freezes or doesn't work (usually freezes), and I have to restart X or reboot I also don't have
the top menu bar cousteau, the release team just fixed that last week I've not updated since
yesterday how can you not have the top menu bar? and you just said you were running an xvfb
session I'm on maverick, but I had the same problem with lucid and I guess I'll have the same
problem in karmic (on the current Xorg version) i'm running a VM with xvfb too I did a clean
install yesterday, so maybe it was something related to that yeah, i suspect that's it I also have a few
problems with my mouse scroll (but I think it's probably a keyboard mapping issue) chrisccoulson,
having the top panel or the menubar fixed in jaunty was the current issue? seb128 - yeah, the menu
bar is broken for me too. i've had several people comment on it too it was an issue which has been
reported for a while and it seems fixed in jaunty
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27 Mar 2021 - ... You must download and install the software from the driver CD or from , and
configure these buttons. You must use the control software to configure these buttons. If your USB
devices are not recognized, you may not have the software from your computer or it may be
corrupted. In this case, install the software from the driver CD or , and then try again 28 Mar 2020
- ... If you're using a Windows 10, 8 or 7 computer, you may have skipped the installation if you
don't have the management software. fffad4f19a
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